Deploy, manage, and secure your UiPath robot workforce

Lower TCO through enterprise-scale deployment and management that integrates with the systems you already use.

Deploy attended and unattended robots and automations simply by adding users to Active Directory – with deprovisioning when the user is removed from the group.

Manage all your unattended and attended robots centrally, with universal monitoring - and remote control and optimization for unattended robots in the cloud or on-prem.

Complete automation lifecycle support with versioning and role-based control
Orchestrator Mobile management app for iOS and Android
Enterprise Credential Support including OAuth2 through pluggable or encrypted native stores
Execution failure snapshots and transaction failure retry
Multiple unattended UI-less processes in the same Windows session
Compliance and security with centralized monitoring, analysis, and audit on a secure, certified platform.

Open and extensible architecture with multiple deployment options - and the world’s largest RPA community in your corner.

Deploy as SaaS with UiPath Automation Cloud, third-party cloud IaaS/PaaS, or on-prem
REST API’s for standards-based integration with ERP, BPM or 3rd party systems
Uptime guarantee in the UiPath Automation Cloud, or High Availability add-on option on-prem
Predictable support lifecycle: frequent feature updates or fewer upgrade cycles are your choice
Powerful pre-built integrations with 3rd party products reduce time to automation value
Comprehensive online, free, product and API documentation
The world’s largest RPA community, and UiPath Marketplace for automation components
People and robots work together as a team to drive measurable impact on your business.

Transaction Queues with predictive SLA’s help robots meet your business deadlines

Personal workspaces: everyone can build automations, with centralized control

Trigger automations remotely by time, or by a threshold of new queue items

Prioritized jobs and queue editing let you change what your robots are working on

Business users can respond to long-running workflows from Orchestrator Mobile

To learn more about how Orchestrator will unlock the potential of automation at scale in your business, please visit:

uiPath.com/platform to see the complete hyperautomation platform

docs.uipath.com for our complete technical documentation
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